Northfield Track Announcer Ayers Ratliff’s free handicapping tips are provided with every Northfield live program purchased! Due to our draw schedule, picks are made in advance and do not account for scratches or late driver changes.

FRIDAY EVENING, MAY 29

Race 1: 2- B Anking – Was introduced to Lasix and hoppled in her qualifier and did well; could improve again tonight to start the Daily Double. 1- Be A Believer – Should be a solid player in here from the rail. 9- Payoff Pitch – Could be in the in the hunt from the second tier. 5- Manofmanyluvs – Looks to have ability if he minds his manners.

Race 2: 2- Captain’s Reign – Sophomore from the Brian Brown barn could score in his seasonal debut to start the Pick 5. 1- Worthabuck – Looks to be a solid contender in here from the rail. 4- Cousin Louie – One of several in here that appears to be worth a look.

Race 3: 4- Box Cars – Looks to have the ability to trot home a winner if she minds her manners. 1- Electric Ridge – Starts for the Beaver barn and could be tough from the rail. 6- Eataamslallfiredup – Another that looks to have a big shot in here. 1- Think I Can Danse – Could be a factor from the rail. 9- Lotsapepperoni – Has as good of a shot as any in here to complete the Superfecta.

Race 4: 2- Cadet’s Billy Boy – Draws into a race where several could win; this one gets a slight call over the others to get the job done in here. 6- Eataamslallfiredup – Another that looks to have a big shot in here. 1- Think I Can Danse – Could be a factor from the rail. 9- Lotsapepperoni – Has as good of a shot as any in here to complete the Superfecta.

Race 5: 6- Count On Barney – Made over $50K as a freshman; could start his sophomore season off with a win. 1- Dust The Wheels – Could come up big from the rail. 7- Dream Creation – Could add value to this ticket. 8- Never Looked Finer – Another “outsider” that could be a factor in here at a price.

Race 6: 5- Miss Kendra D – Had a strong season last year and could begin another strong season o tonight with a victory. 1- Fatimas Secret – Should be a solid player in here from the rail. 4- Vacation Money – One of several in here that could make this ticket. 2- Reining Flowers – Draws well and should be in the thick of the action.

Race 7: 5- Later Dudes – Posted a victorious qualifier with an impressive final quarter; could win his career debut to start the Pick 4. 1- Lofty Moon – Could come up big tonight from the rail. 7- Skyway Artistic – Could make the ticket despite the poor post draw.

Race 8: 1- Mr Lucky Star – Draws the inside advantage and could use that advantage to be successful in here. 2- Luckey Stormin – Posted a nice qualifier and is worthy of a solid looks in here. 4- Mr Striker – One of several in here that could make this ticket. 3- First Your Dream – Could add some value to the exotics.

Race 9: 4- Rockin Farrari – Could get the job done in here if she minds her manners to begin the 20¢ Northfield Single Six. 1- Sugarpie Honey Bee – Could do well from the rail for trainer Brian Brown. 9- Southwind Tsunami – Could make the ticket from the second tier.

Race 10: 1- Blasco – Has the speed to win in here if he minds his manners. 3- Stars An Stones – Should not be overlooked as a solid contender in here. 9- Swan For Vito – Should be a solid player in here from the second tier. 8- Breakout The Gold – Could Has as good of a shot as any in here to complete the Superfecta.

Race 11: 3- Kehmmywood – Drops in class and looks to pace home a winner to start this Pick 4. 1- Unix Hanover – Should be a solid player in here from the rail. 6- Terror Of Thetrack – Could add some value to this ticket.

Race 12: 3- Westfiftythird – Finished second in his qualifier; could step-up and trot home a winner this time around. 2- One More Mission – Another that looks to have a solid shot in here. 1- Cream Puff Diddy – Cannot be overlooked from the rail. 7- Trace Of Lindy – Could be in the thick of the action despite the poor post draw.

Race 13: 5- Given Up Terror – Posted a solid qualifier from Post-8; drops in class and could score tonight. 3- Smell That Rock – Could be tough upon moving to the Rhoades barn. 2- Blue Spanx – Posted a successful qualifier and should not be overlooked as a solid shot in here. 1- Vintage Grand – Looks to be in the thick of the action from the rail. 8- Striking Reality – Could garner a minor share of tonight’s 20¢ Super High Five.

Race 14: 4- Otsego – Looks to be the one that leads off the Late Double. 6- Heidi’s Heart – Looks to be tough in her seasonal debut. 1- More Than Miles – Could make the ticket from the rail. 5- Hunter – Could add some value to the exotics.

Race 15: 3- John’s Flighty Girl – Could be the one that captures tonight’s finale. 1- Me The Dragon – Could be tough in here from the rail. 9- Sunshine Day – Should be in the thick of the action from the second tier. 4- In Style Again – Has as good of a shot as any in here to complete the Superfecta.
From the
“Ayers Above”

Northfield Track Announcer Ayers Ratliff’s free handicapping tips are provided with every Northfield live program purchased! Due to our draw schedule, picks are made in advance and do not account for scratches or late driver changes.

SATURDAY EVENING, MAY 30

Race 1: 3- Dangerous Woman – May benefit from the layoff and could start tonight’s Daily Double if she minds her manners. 2- Spoxy’s Girl – Draws well; made over $75k last year. 9- Maggies Way – Looks to be a solid contender from the second tier. 4- Power Everywhere – Should not be counted out in here.

Race 2: 4- Arya Again – Showed promise last year; could start tonight’s Pick 5 with a victory in her sophomore debut. 2- Dianamight – Draws well and could come up big. 8- My Cam Girl – Could make the ticket despite starting from the far outside.

Race 3: 1- Mayabelle – Draws the inside advantage and could use that advantage to be successful in here. 2- Bet Er All – Draws well and has the ability to be prominently placed on this ticket. 9- Dixie Lullaby – Should get a good trip in here from the second tier. 8- Deprived – Could pick up a minor share despite the poor post draw.

Race 4: 6- Gonna Fly – Posted an impressive qualifier and could score again upon coming to Northfield. 9- Ubanji – Another that won his qualifier and looks to be tough in here. 5- Ospry Vision – Could add value to the ticket. 3- Lion Image – Has as good of a shot as any in here to complete the Superfecta.

Race 5: 1- Crazy K – Could roll tonight from the rail. 5- Astra – Another that looks to have a big shot in here. 8- Gammys Rock Star – Could make the ticket despite starting from the far outside. 3- Caribbean Moon – Could add value to the exotics.

Race 6: 2- Angry Annie – Could be mad if she doesn’t win. 1- Look And Count – Should be tough from the rail. 9- Dontyoujustloveme – Could do well in his career debut. 6- Pompano-Pete – Should not be overlooked as a solid contender in here.

Race 7: 2- Tiger’s Sue – Could benefit from the layoff and draws well her first start back; looks to start this Pick 4. 5- Good Roberta – Was a winner in her last start in March and could do well again tonight. 9- Shady Madam – Should be in the thick of the action from the second tier.

Race 8: 1- Rollin Withholly A – Draws the rail and could be successful upon coming to Ohio. 3- She’s In For Life – Posted a successful qualifier and looks to do well again tonight. 2- We See Emoji’s – Draws well and looks to be tough in here. 4- Intense Lover – Could add some value to the exotics.

Race 9: 1- Eloquent Velocity – Draws the inside advantage; could use that advantage to be successful in here to begin the 20¢ Northfield Single Six. 2- Cheyenne Zone – Has the ability to do well in here. 8- Flipit To Winit – Could make this ticket despite starting from the far outside.

Race 10: 4- Sweet Cherry – Looks to be in good form and roll tonight. 7- Love Forbidden – Looks to do well in here despite the poor post draw. 1- Ellasen – Cannot be overlooked from the rail. 3- Tucson Breeze – Has as good of a shot as any in here to complete the Superfecta.

Race 11: 5- Camera Lady – Posted an impressive qualifier and could be victorious again tonight to start the Pick 4. 7- Touchamatic – Always worthy of consideration. 1- Foolish Terror – Should be able to make the ticket from the rail.

Race 12: 5- Endevors Star – Just missed in her qualifier; may not miss tonight. 4- Opaline Blue Chip – One of several that looks to have a big shot in here. 1- Jeramaya – Looks to be tough from the rail. 6- St Lads Maggie Mae – Should not be overlooked as a solid competitor in here.

Race 13: 4- Vibrent Kally – Looks to be successful upon coming to Northfield. 6- Strawb’s Chippie N – Has the ability to be prominently placed in this ticket. 9- Cocktail Time – Should get a good trip from the second tier. 1- Toothofthedragon – Should be in the thick of the action from the rail. 2- Bad Tigress – Could garner a minor share of this 20¢ Super High Five.

Race 14: 4- Alisha’s Big Star – Looks to be the one that leads off the Late Double. 8- Northernlands – Could do well in here despite starting from the far outside. 6- Boots Off – Could add value to this ticket. 2- Rosie Kit – Draws well and should be in the thick of the action.

Race 15: 2- A Sham Of Amber – Could be the one that captures tonight’s finale. 9- Doyoudesiremyheart – Should get a good trip from the second tier. 6- Getoffmycloud – One of several in here that could make this ticket. 3- Wake N Bake – Has as good of a shot as any in here to complete the Superfecta.